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Power book 2 season 2 episode 10 cast

Power Book II: Ghost Season 2, After his father’s death, Tariq decides to follow in his footsteps and become a drug dealer. He becomes linked with the Tejada crime family, which presents him with more obstacles. Tariq is just as intelligent as his father, but he can only blame himself and his decisions for his current condition. In the previous episode
9, Dru admits to stealing the medicines once Lorenzo discovers there is no product. He orders them to return it. Someone fires at Monet and Mecca while they are conversing at the basketball courts, and Mecca wonders whether it was Lorenzo. Tariq realizes that Mecca is an FBI informant. To discover more about the Power Ghost eps- 209, read the
recap below. Power Book 2: Ghost Season 2 Episode 10 Recap Following the last episode 9 of Power Book II: Ghost Season 2 do you want to learn more about the storyline? Now, fans are eagerly awaiting the next installment of the series. The release date and spoiler for Power Book II: Ghost Season 2 Episode 10 can be found at www.tvacute.com.
We’re about to enter the grand finale episode titled “Love and War,” an episode that will define not only Tariq St. Patrick’s fate but the fate of everyone around him. It begins up just after the events of Season 2 Episode 9 of Power Book II: Ghost. The narrative of Monet is the one that most likely needs to be resolved. there will be season 3, so we can
expect a cliffhanger and possibly another fatality. The promo for the Season 2 finale of ‘Power Book II: Ghost’ teases catastrophe for everyone. On his own for the first time, Tariq St. Patrick divides his time between school and hustling to pay for his mother’s defense attorney, but when he runs out of options, Tariq turns to a familiar drug game. Watch
Power Book 2 Ghost Season 2 Episode 10 Promo The trailer begins with a sequence of Lorenzo and Dru Tejada putting some sort of scheme in motion, as seen below. Mecca and Monet Tejada had been planning a hit on Lorenzo, but their plans have come to a halt after Mecca appears to have backed out. In a voiceover, Tariq says, “All is fair in love
and battle.” “For love, we do whatever it takes, and for power, we do whatever it takes.” The trailer cuts to footage of Tariq and Effie Morales having a serious chat, Brayden Weston appearing in court, and Monet issuing an ultimatum to Cane. Tariq racing with a gun and Dru is about to shoot someone. You can see it in the video below. Power Book II:
Ghost Season 2 Episode 10 will air on Sunday, February 6, 2022, from 9:00-10:05 p.m. ET on Starz. At 11:00 p.m. ET, there will be a repeat of the episode. The season debut of Power Book II: Ghost, like many other Starz titles, will be available to stream early on Starz.com and the Starz app. Power Book II: Ghost Season 2 Episode 10 is available on
Starz.com and Starz Mobile and available to download on iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon. Starz is now available for $5/month for the first three months. Starz is accessible with an active Philo or fuboTV subscription for an additional $9/month. Both services offer free trials, and fuboTV has a three-month $5 deal. Power Book II: Ghost isn’t available
on Hulu with a standard membership, but you can add Starz for $8.99/month. Eligible subscribers can get a 7-day free trial. Power Book II: Ghost isn’t free on Amazon, but you can add Starz for $8.99/month. Like Hulu, Amazon provides eligible users a 7-day free trial of Starz. Nope. Neither Netflix nor a traditional Hulu account will be allowed to
access the series. You may watch the series on Hulu by paying $8.99/month for Starz. Tariq has a nightmare about Kanan, Proctor, LaKeisha, Raina, Jabari, Ray-Ray, and Carrie, all of those he has mistreated in his life. Jenny is summoning Tate to the stand, Davis informs Tariq. Tariq presents Tate with a photograph of Sweeney in blackface before
taking the stand. On the witness stand, Tate assists Tariq by informing the court about a witness named Kamaal whom the prosecution has not yet presented to the defense. Mecca informs Cane that he has been promoted to number two and will be spending the day in his penthouse. Dru admits to stealing the medicines once Lorenzo discovers there
is no product. He orders them to return it. Mecca meets with Zeke and informs him that he would hire a private coach to allow him to skip out of school. He summons Zeke to meet with Monet, who informs him about her childhood and her decision to abandon him before he asks her if she was involved in Carrie’s killing. She declines. Diana goes to
see Tariq and gets the QR code from Tariq’s phone, while Dru goes to Everett’s room and swipes his keycard. They then proceed to the roof, where they reclaim the drugs. Jenny inquires about Brayden and Cane’s friendship with the Westons. Trace blows up Brayden’s tale about the night they were kidnapped, and Jenny displays footage of the two
brothers from Ramirez’s dashcam, despite the fact that Brayden claims he only met Cane once. She agrees to grant unlimited immunity to both brothers in exchange for one of them testifying against Tariq. Zeke arranges a press conference to announce his decision to drop out of school, and the truth about his age is revealed. Someone fires at Monet
and Mecca while they are conversing at the basketball courts, and Mecca wonders whether it was Lorenzo. Lauren got Cane and Brayden on the wire and wanted her to go away, Tariq tells Effie. Effie then goes to Cane and informs him of the situation, and Cane then informs Brayden that Lauren must be killed or she will be killed. Jenny approaches
Brayden with the idea of informing on Cane. When Mecca discovers that his suitcase has gone missing, he tracks it down to Stansfield. When Tariq examines the bag, he realizes that Mecca is an FBI informant. And when they meet, he promises Mecca two million dollars in exchange for his quiet. Before letting Lauren leave, Brayden drives her out of
town and pulls a gun on her. But she doesn’t get very far before Effie knocks her unconscious and drives away with her. Mecca returns to his penthouse, where he is joined by Monet and Cane. She reveals that she intends to assassinate Lorenzo, after which she and her family would board Mecca’s private plane. Related Power Book II: Ghost invites
viewers back into the world of Tariq St. Patrick (Michael Rainey Jr.). Set after the death of his father, the show finds Tariq following in his footsteps to become a drug dealer. He becomes involved with the Tejada crime family, but with that comes more challenges. The latest season has seen Tariq pull out all the stops to ensure he walks away from
murder charges and protect the Tejadas. It’ll conclude on Sunday, Feb. 6. But if you can’t wait that long, check out the trailer here. [Warning: This article contains spoilers for Power Book II: Ghost Season 2 Episode 9.] Michael Rainey Jr. as Tariq St. Patrick in ‘Power Book II: Ghost’ | Starz The trailer for the ‘Power Book II: Ghost’ Season 2 finale
teases chaos for everyone The episode is reportedly titled “Love and War” and picks up right after the events in Power Book II: Ghost Season 2 Episode 9. The trailer, as seen below, opens with a sequence of Lorenzo and Dru Tejada setting some kind of plan in motion. Mecca and Monet Tejada had been plotting a hit on Lorenzo, but their plans have
stalled due to Mecca apparently backing out. “All is fair in love in war,” Tariq narrates in a voiceover. “We do whatever it takes for love, we do whatever it takes for power.” The trailer flashes to scenes of Tariq having what appears to be a serious talk with Effie Morales, Brayden Weston appearing in court, and Monet giving Cane an ultimatum. “You
ain’t never gonna be the same,” Tariq tells Cane, before the trailer cuts to a scene of him running with a gun and Dru preparing to shoot someone. Watch it below. RELATED: ‘Power Book II: Ghost’ Showrunner Teases Original Cast Cameos in Remaining Season 2 Episodes ‘Big deaths’ were promised in the last episodes of season 2 The cast and crew
of Power Book II: Ghost have stayed mum on the finale. But in an Instagram Q&A in January, creator and showrunner Courtney Kemp teased there would be “some more big deaths” in the final two episodes. “[At this point,] we know we’ve got a bunch of dead guaps, we’ve got a dead chef, we’ve got a whole bunch of deaths. So all those things have to
come into play,” she said. “And do we think, maybe because it’s episode 9, there are going to be some more big deaths? Let’s see! … There’s only two episodes left in this season, and you guys know how we do it.” Some fans writing on Reddit said they believe Mecca will be among those who die. “I might be completely off, but I think they setting
Mecca up and cane finna get help from Riq to kill Mecca,” read one comment. But at the same time, there were plenty of other guesses, ranging from Brayden Weston to Lorenzo Tejada to Everett Neal. Stay tuned to ‘Power Book II: Ghost’ Fans will see how everything unfolds when the finale airs. Remember, the show comes on Starz at 8 p.m. ET
every Sunday. Then, you should prepare for Tommy Egan’s spinoff, Power Book IV: Force. That series will debut right after the finale of Power Book II: Ghost Season 2. Read more about it, here. RELATED: ‘Power Book II: Ghost’: Why Laz Alonso Is No Longer on the Show
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